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we shall try to use this wonderful performance and

make a lesson Trom such a rich exneriencs as ~r. "Shankar and

"his troupe have ziven us some bours amo. T would like you

to concentrate on the experience and exnress in s few words

what you would like to heve from "r. "hankar — for your future

work in the theatre — for your future theatre art. Try to

do this, not with your intsllect, hbut with tho same imoulse

which brought you here to this Studio. T1 don‘t think vou

came to the decision to study a thoatrs technique for three

years through your intellect only. I%t is not sossible. Your

decision was made somewhere elss in your soul, and it is to

this point that I an speakinsc now. "ry to find out what

this mysterious point wishes to take from ¥r. Shaenker, his

music, his movements — overythin~.

THZE FUTURE CULTURE — &A HUAN CVLTURK:

#hat would I wish to stesl from cr. shanksar‘?‘ The

first thing 1 would wish to steal from him: 1 would wish to
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have such a great culture, such & big, rich background which

you can feel behind his work; behind each movement. Bbut we

are not Hindu people, and we don‘t belong to this big culture.

Thousands and thousinds of years are speaking through Shankar‘s

work,. What he has shown us is only what remmains from this big

culture. But we are English and American, and we come from

different places in the world, and our culture is absolutely

@&nother one.

ir. Shankar has a beautiful, majestic past, but we

have a future. We have to create our future. We have to

create our culture, and this new culture will not be a Russian

culture or a French culture; it will be ahumanculture. Only

this point is interesting. The history of each event in our

life shous us that we are going to create a culture for

everyone — for Shankar, too « a human culture.

Hy first wish, therefore, is that we create this

futureculture as far as we can, with the understanding that

we are not working for ourselves personally and egotistically,

but we are working to create a future culture which we may

never see because it is so far away. Eut we must take this

first step. That is how H#r. Shankar inspires me.

THE INFORTANCE OF A TECHNIQUE:

The second thing I would wish to steal is this

beautiful technique which Shankar has. Each point of his

body is permeated with the feeling of what is necess@ary. Fach
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rovement is spe@aking about this big and important technique.

If we try to compare our theatre at the pregsent tims, and we

wish to be very honegst, we must ask have we & technique? Not

at all. Try to remember the best performance you have ever

seen, and you willagree it wes only dilettante. If the actor

of today has a talent, we observe that this gifted person

always tries to create a technique for himself, but he is

always lying. Our really gifted actors and actresses are

really a@alone, and no one appreciates their attempts to create

a technique, although really gifted persons always try to do

so.

Se my second wish is to steal from Shankar this

understanding that artmustbebasedontechnigue. We, in our

Studio, are going to have this technique and that is why I

nee#d a three—year course, because I have to teach you this

tecehnique. I shall givo you a technique so that if I want

somsething from you, I must be sable to tell you why and for

what aim. That is what I call a technique. I am going to

give you many technical things. lHow you will apply this

technical knowledge is your concern, or ability. or tialent,

but it is my business to give this technique to you.

THE ACTOR®3 MQVEHBNTS NUST BE mUSICAL:

The third thing I would like to steal fron i:r.

Shankar is music. He and his troupe @are permeated with the

music — the whole art is music. sovement is music.
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They have to dance, they hava to play on their instrumants.

#e do not have to dance, and we can use music only here and

there, but I am absolutely sure that we can have music in

our bodies, just as they do. we don‘t have to dance, but we

have to be full of music. That is why I am @always suffering

when I see an actor on the stage who has no idem about music

but who moves and speaks as he does in everyday life.

In our lives today there is no music. We have

music very seldom. For example, when a mother loves her

child, if you look, you will see that she is an entirely

different person when she is with the child. She can give

you a cup of tem with music! We are not going to dance, but

we must do things as dancers. We have to "smallow" music,

as it were, and have it inside. It is, , therefore, very

important in everyday life to try to be from time to

time whether we are moving, speaking, walking, and talking

as artists. This is the first step to the feeling that we

are artists and beings who have "eaten" and "drunk" some music.

STACCATO AND LEGATO MOYVEMENTsS :

Exercises:

In the staccato lunges, the feeling is like that of

being a stone and ha@ving complete control of your movements.

in the legato mnovements, everything is like flowins wateoer,

but still sending out all your force. Lo not become tanse

physically because then 211 your power soes.
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The difference between actobatics and our kind of

movement is that acrobatics are purely for training the body,

while our exercises in movement are for sending out the soul,

the feslings, through the body.

 

To music, two people take poses of their own and then

take four steps toward each other, then hold for two beats

and find two poses which compliment sach other. Then groups

of four repeat the same exercise.
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